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1. No power to the machine at all

2. The laser will not fire

Should the above not solve the problem
please consult CTR Lasers and ask for a member of the technical department.

a. The power key switch is not turned.

b. The fuse under the power input connector has blown

c. The Emergency stop switch has been pressed.

a. The water cooler is turned on and there is no alarm sounding. (Alarm will sound
if a hose is crimped or there is a restriction in the flow of water, also if the water
cooler has gone over temperature). The water should be replaced every 6 to 8
months. You can empty the existing water via the drain cap at the rear of the
cooler. Once empty replace cap and then fill with de-mineralised or distilled
water. Not de-ionised or tap water. Fill from top cap until you can touch the top
of the water by dipping your finger in. (On systems with water cooler interlock,
should the water cooler alarm up, a message will appear on the machine
display and you will hear a beeping noise. Press ESC to reset).

b. The Laser Enable switch on the front of the machine is switched on.

c. The Lid is not closed fully. (It is possible that there is a fault with the lid interlock
micro-switches. To test this keep the lid closed and insert the lid over-ride key.
Turn and then tap Laser and see if the machine will fire.)

d.   On machines with optional red dot ensure dot is in off position to allow laser to
fire.

3. The machine is producing staggered start points on engraving

a. The Lens in the barrel is loose. This would cause the lens to move from side to
side as the machine rasters the image. Loosen the thumb screw on the side of
the barrel and drop the barrel out. Then unscrew the barrel from the nozzle and
you will see the lens held in by a threaded collar. You can shake it by your ear
to see if there is a rattle. Should the lens need tightening first make sure the
lens is sitting properly in its recess. Then place a pair of needle nose pliers in
the 2 slots on the collar and turn to tighten. Keep outwards pressure so as not
to slip and damage the lens (CTR recommend purchasing one of our lens fitting
tools which eliminates the chance of damaging the lens when screwing the
collar on and off). When you feel resistance on the collar give it a small twist to
ensure tight. Should you over-tighten you risk cracking the lens.

b. There is dirt in the extrusion or on rail of the x axis. On E, M and TMX series
machines just wipe with a dry cloth (apply NO oil or lubricant).  On C and TMK
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series machines place a small amount of oil on a cloth and wipe over Linear
Rail. Do not leave thick residue behind as this will collect particles and wear the
bearings.

c.   On E, M and TMX series machines the x-axis wheels could be worn or
damaged. Should this be the case please contact CTR for replacements.

d.   Engraving settings may be incorrect (this should only be the case if someone
has changed them after the machine has been installed or possibly if software
has been reloaded without the proper configuration). Please contact CTR to
regain settings / information as to how to work them out.

e. The Belt tensions are loose or over tight. Please call CTR Lasers and ask for a
member of the technical department.

4. The machine is not cutting through the material

5. The software will not download to the machine

a. The Mirrors or Lens are dirty. If the mirrors of lens are not shiny/are fogged the
heat from the laser is being absorbed onto the face of the mirrors/lens. This
buildup of heat on the surface could lead to the mirrors/lens cracking or the
coating becoming damaged and this is not covered by warranty. Please make a
visual check before using the machine as damaged cannot be reversed. For
cleaning instructions visit

b. The alignment may be out. Should the machine be out of alignment you may
find it cuts through over some areas of the bed (normally top left) but not all.
For alignment instructions please visit . Call-outs due to
misalignment are chargeable as tuition on aligning the laser will have been
given at the time of installation. Should you need clarification please call CTR
Lasers and ask for a member of the technical department.

c. The Laser is coming towards the end of its life and you need to order a new
tube for the machine. Please call CTR Lasers to arrange an installation date.

d. The focus height to the material from the nozzle is incorrect. Please refocus as
per training given.

a. You will normally get an error message "the communication is broken for
timeout". This could be caused because the machine is not turned on, the USB
cable is not connected, the USB cable is too long or the 5v from the USB Port
on the pc is not sufficient to send the data in continuous stream (without
interference). Closing the Download box and reopening can often solve this
problem.
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6. Not all users on the network can access the Lasercut program

7. Files will not import to Lasercut

8. The file imports but the laser does not cut or engrave parts

9. My machine only cuts in the top left corner

10. Soft Stop comes up on the display when trying to run a job

a. This is purely a permission problem with regards to the rights users have over
the program. You need to give FULL permissions to the program. Lasercut also
needs to be installed on the local hard drive of the PC. You can not install it on
a server and ask the PC to look there. Nor can you change the default directory
name the program wishes to be put into. CTR recommend you only use
Windows XP to run the software although it will run on Vista and Windows 7
32bit. You may need to contact CTR for clarification on these other operating
systems.

a.   Once you have selected "File" "Import" if you do not see a preview of the file, in
almost all cases it will not import. This will be a problem with the file
format/design. Should you need clarification please call CTR Lasers and ask for
a member of the technical department.

a. This will normally be caused by design faults. Please make sure all parts to be
engraved have been united together. Refer to training or ring CTR for
clarification.

b. The Laser is not firing. Refer to Section 1 of the troubleshooting guide.

a. This will be due to the "immediate" button on the software being ticked. By
selecting this button the job will run from the position the head of the machine is
placed at. Unselect and the job will run from the position on the bed relative to
the position on the software.

a.  "Soft Stop" means your job would exceed the workable area of the bed. Please
adjust your design, make sure (if on immediate) you have left enough room to
run the job or unselect "immediate" to run from software related position.
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11. I have downloaded a revision but machine runs previous job

IF YOU EXPERIENCE FAULTS OTHER THAN THESE
OR THE SUGGESTED RESOLUTIONS HAVE NO EFFECT

PLEASE CONTACT ON OR
EMAIL

OUR TEAM WILL BE HAPPY TO HELP RESOLVE ANY ISSUES
AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

a.   When you download a job you need to make sure that at some point after this
the file name has been highlighted. When a job has finished at the bottom of
the machine display you will see TIME and a value. If you just download a file
now and press start the machine will have held the previous program in
memory and run that. To solve, after finishing a job press ESC on the control
panel and you will see the screen refresh. You are now free to download and
run your next job without problems.

CTR 0844 800 4727
SALES@CTRFUTURE.CO.UK
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